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CapacitanceCapacitance

Isolated system Isolated system qq stays same so stays same so VV
decreases if decreases if CC increasesincreases

d
AC 0ε=

C
qV =

!! ParallelParallel--plate capacitor charged plate capacitor charged 
to potential to potential V V by batteryby battery

!! Disconnect battery to have an Disconnect battery to have an 
isolated systemisolated system

!! If the distance, If the distance, dd, between the , between the 
plates is decreased what plates is decreased what 
happens to happens to C C ? ? 

LARGERLARGER
!! What happens to What happens to VV ??



CapacitanceCapacitance

!! What if we have more than one What if we have more than one 
capacitor in a circuit?capacitor in a circuit?
!! Replace combination with an Replace combination with an 

equivalent capacitanceequivalent capacitance

!! Two basic combinationsTwo basic combinations
!! Parallel Parallel 
!! SeriesSeries

eqC



Capacitance (Fig. 26Capacitance (Fig. 26--7)7)

!! Capacitors in parallelCapacitors in parallel
!! Capacitors are directly Capacitors are directly 

wired together at each wired together at each 
plate and plate and VV applied applied 
across the group of across the group of 
platesplates

!! VV is same across all is same across all 
capacitors capacitors 

VVVV === 321



Capacitance (Fig. 26Capacitance (Fig. 26--7)7)

!! Capacitors in parallelCapacitors in parallel
!! Total Total qq stored on stored on 

capacitors is sum of the capacitors is sum of the 
charges of all capacitorscharges of all capacitors

!! CCeqeq has total charge has total charge qq
and same and same VV as original  as original  
capacitors capacitors 

321 qqqq ++=

V
qCeq =



Capacitance (Fig. 26Capacitance (Fig. 26--7)7)

!! Capacitors in parallelCapacitors in parallel

∑=
n

i
ieq CC

VCq 11 = VCq 22 = VCq 33 =

321 CCCCeq ++=

321 qqqq ++=

( ) VCCCq 321 ++=



Capacitance (Fig. 26Capacitance (Fig. 26--8)8)

!! Capacitors in seriesCapacitors in series
!! Capacitors are wired one Capacitors are wired one 

after the other and after the other and VV is is 
applied across the two ends applied across the two ends 
of the seriesof the series

!! Capacitors have identical Capacitors have identical qq

!! Battery produces Battery produces qq only on  only on  
top and bottom plates, top and bottom plates, 
induced induced qq on other plateson other plates

qqqq === 321



Capacitance (Fig. 26Capacitance (Fig. 26--8)8)

!! Capacitors in seriesCapacitors in series
!! Sum of Sum of V V across all capacitors across all capacitors 

is equal to applied is equal to applied V V 

!! CCeqeq has same has same qq and total and total VV
as original capacitorsas original capacitors

321 VVVV ++=

V
qCeq =



Capacitance (Fig. 26Capacitance (Fig. 26--8)8)

!! Capacitors in seriesCapacitors in series

1
1 C

qV =
2

2 C
qV =

3
3 C

qV =
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321 VVVV ++=



Capacitance (Fig. 26Capacitance (Fig. 26--8)8)

!! Capacitors in seriesCapacitors in series
!! Charge can only be shifted Charge can only be shifted 

from one capacitor to from one capacitor to 
another.another.

!! CCeqeq is always less than is always less than 
smallest capacitancesmallest capacitance

∑=
n

i ieq CC
11



CapacitanceCapacitance

!! Capacitors in parallelCapacitors in parallel
!! VV across each is equalacross each is equal
!! Total Total qq is sumis sum
!! Multiple paths for Multiple paths for qq

!! Capacitors in seriesCapacitors in series
!! qq is equal on eachis equal on each
!! Total Total VV is sum is sum 
!! One path for One path for qq

∑=
n

i
ieq CC

∑=
n

i ieq CC
11



Capacitance (Fig. 26Capacitance (Fig. 26--9)9)

CC1=12µ,  C2=5.3µF,  C3=4.5µF,  V=12.5V 

What is the charge on C1?



Capacitance (Question #4)Capacitance (Question #4)

These are all These are all 
the samethe same



Capacitance (Checkpoint #3)Capacitance (Checkpoint #3)

!! A battery with A battery with VV stores total charge stores total charge qq on on 
two identical capacitorstwo identical capacitors

!! a) What is a) What is VV across and across and qq on either on either 
capacitor if they are in parallel?capacitor if they are in parallel?

•• VV is same for each and equal to is same for each and equal to VV of of 
battery.battery.

•• Total charge conserved andTotal charge conserved and

•• BUT                         SOBUT                         SO

21 qqq +=

2
qqcap =21 qq =



Capacitance (Checkpoint #3)Capacitance (Checkpoint #3)

!! A battery with A battery with VV stores charge stores charge qq on two on two 
identical capacitorsidentical capacitors

!! b) What is b) What is VV across and across and qq on either on either 
capacitor if they are in series?capacitor if they are in series?

•• qq is same for each is same for each 
•• VV is sum of is sum of VV across capacitorsacross capacitors

•• BUT                     SOBUT                     SO

21 VVV +=

2
VVcap =21 VV =


